Preface
Volume 2–3 of the Flora of China is vols. 2 and 3 combined into a single volume; hence it
is the last of the now 22 text volumes in the series. It includes 38 families, 177 genera, and 2,129
species, among which three genera and 842 species (39%) are endemic to China, and one genus
and four species are introduced to China.
Volume 2–3 is formatted in the same manner as the first 21 volumes of the series: vol. 17
(1994), vol. 16 (1995), vol. 15 (1996), vol. 18 (1998), vol. 4 (1999), vol. 24 (2000), vol. 8 (2001),
vol. 6 (2001), vol. 9 (2003), vol. 5 (2003), vol. 14 (2005), vol. 22 (2006), vol. 13 (2007), vol. 12
(2007), vol. 11 (2008), vol. 7 (2008), vol. 25 (2009), vol. 10 (2010), vol. 23 (2010), vol. 19
(2011), and vol. 20–21 (2011). The following 21 accompanying volumes of the Flora of China
Illustrations have been published to date: vol. 17 (1998), vol. 16 (1999), vol. 15 (2000), vol. 18
(2000), vol. 4 (2001), vol. 24 (2002), vol. 8 (2003), vol. 6 (2003), vol. 9 (2004), vol. 5 (2004),
vol. 14 (2006), vol. 22 (2007), vol. 13 (2008), vol. 12 (2008), vol. 11 (2009), vol. 7 (2009), vol.
25 (2010), vol. 10 (2011), vol. 23 (2012), vol. 19 (2012), and vol. 20–21 (2013).
A. Michele Funston coordinated the preparation of drafts by the non-Chinese authors and
carried out the initial manuscript editing. Zhang Libing (张丽兵) coordinated the preparation and
completion of drafts by both Chinese and non-Chinese authors. Anthony R. Brach edited the key
to families, glossary, and all 38 family treatments. Michael G. Gilbert co-authored the key to
families and several family and genus treatments, as indicated in the main text; he also edited
most of the remaining family treatments. Nicholas J. Turland co-authored the Equisetaceae and
reviewed the nomenclatural novelties in the whole volume. Lisa J. Pepper carried out the final
editing of the whole volume. Zhang Libing and He Hai (何海) corrected errors and omissions in
the Chinese and pinyin names. Lisa J. Pepper proofread the volume. Nicholas J. Turland and Lisa
J. Pepper compiled the indexes. Allison M. Brock helped with the production of the introductory
pages. Rosemary Tanaka typeset the volume for publication.
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